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Abstract. The current IEEE 802.16a and 802.16d standards of wireless
metropolitan area networks specify a ranging channel in the OFDMA
physical layer that employs a set of CDMA codes for ranging and band-
width requests. The ranging channel is contention-based and inherently
unstable. In this paper, we propose two stabilization algorithms to en-
able efficient utilization of the ranging channel at close to the theoretical
throughput limit, and analyze their performance using a continuous time
Markov chain M/M/1 model. We show how to estimate system parame-
ters such as the number of backlogged users, arrival rate and the first exit
time for the critical. Based on these parameters, we present two meth-
ods for channel stabilization, for the cases that the number of ranging
codes per frame is fixed and adjusted dynamically, respectively. We then
present simulation results to show that, by restricting the actual arrival
rate or dynamically adjusting the number of ranging codes, the ranging
channel can be stabilized under all traffic conditions.

Keywords: Wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN), OFDMA,
CDMA, Ranging channel, Ranging code, System stability.

1 Introduction

The new IEEE 802.16a standard [1] and 802.16d draft standard [2] for wireless
metropolitan area networks (802.16 WMANs) specify a protocol that among
other things support real-time applications such as voice and video, provides
broadband connectivity without requiring a direct line of sight between the sub-
scriber station (SS) and the base station (BS), and support hundreds if not
thousands of SSs from a single BS. A SS can be a fixed terminal or a mobile ter-
minal (MT). The standard will help accelerating the introduction of broadband
wireless equipment into the market, speeding up last-mile broadband deploy-
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ment worldwide by enabling service providers to increase system performance
and reliability while reducing their equipment costs and investment risks [3].

In this paper, we focus on the contention-based ranging/bandwidth request
channel in 802.16 WMANs, which employs a set of CDMA ranging codes over
the OFDMA physical layer. We refer to this system as OFDMA-CDMA multi-
channel ALOHA (OC-ALOHA) since this system has properties similar to slot-
ted ALOHA. Subsets of ranging codes are allocated in the uplink channel de-
scriptor (UCD) for initial ranging, periodic ranging and bandwidth requests. In
[1], [2], an SS transmits a ranging code chosen at random from the assigned
subset of codes in one of the slots, again chosen at random from the assigned
set of slots. If no other SS transmits the same code in the same slot, the code
will be successfully received by the BS. Otherwise a collision occurs and all the
transmissions involved are destroyed. The SSs involving in the collision back off
and retransmit.

As the access procedure is similar to slotted ALOHA [4], [5] which is inher-
ently unstable, a relatively large set of ranging codes and ranging slots (referred
here as code slots) is usually allocated for ranging and bandwidth requests. This
allocation for ranging channel may also be altered by various reasons such as
the dynamic adjustments of the sizes of uplink sub-frames inserted in uplink
map (UL-MAP). Although the performance of existing random access proto-
cols such as GPRS in [4], [5], WLAN in [5], [7] and HIPERLAN in [8], [9]
has been widely studied, analysis of the contention-based CDMA ranging chan-
nel in 802.16 WMANs is still an open problem. In our previous work [6], the
performance of the ranging channel has been evaluated by a continuous time
Markov chain (CTMC) M/M/1 model which is approximated by the discrete
time Markov chain (DTMC) model, as the exact DTMC model can become in-
tractable. This analytical model allows the unique characteristics of the ranging
system to be studied in detail.

Based on the CTMC M/M/1 model presented in [6], we propose in this pa-
per two novel stabilization algorithms that enable the efficient utilization of the
contention-based CDMA ranging channel in 802.16 WMANs. We first present
a performance evaluation using the CTMC M/M/1 model to show how system
parameters such as the number of backlogged users, arrival rate and the first
exit time (FET) for the critical state can be estimated and utilized for system
stabilization. Then, we present two methods for system stabilization, for the
cases that the number of ranging codes per frame is fixed and adjusted dy-
namically, respectively. In the former case, the rate of ranging and bandwidth
code requests that can be transmitted in the next frame is established based
on the estimated system parameters. In the latter case, the number of ranging
codes per frame is dynamically adjusted based on the estimated system parame-
ters. We further present simulation results to how that the proposed algorithms
can always maintain the stability of the ranging channel even if its normalized
throughput approaches the theoretical maximum value of 36% for the slotted
ALOHA channel.
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the structure of
the ranging channel and the ranging procedure specified in [1], [2]. In section 3,
we present the channel stabilization algorithms and analyze their performance
in terms of estimated arrival rate, estimated critical state and the estimated
number of backlogged users. In section 4, we present the simulation results in
comparison with the Pseudo-Bayesian algorithm presented in [4], [10]. In section
5, we draw some conclusions.

2 Contention-Based CDMA Ranging Subchannel

The medium access control (MAC) specifications in [1], [2] define a single ranging
channel over the uplink (which we refer as the OC-ALOHA ranging channel)
composed of one or more pairs of adjacent subchannels, where the index of the
numbered subchannel of each pair is given as shown in Fig. 1. The indices of the
subchannel pairs that compose the ranging channel are specified in the uplink
message. Transmissions may collide on this ranging channel. To effect a ranging
transmission, a SS randomly chooses one CDMA ranging code from among the
appropriate sets specified for initial ranging, periodic ranging and bandwidth
request.

The initial ranging transmission is sent by any SS that wants to synchro-
nize to the system channel for the first time. An initial ranging transmission
is performed during consecutive OFDMA symbols. The same CDMA ranging
code is transmitted on the ranging channel during each symbol, with no phase
discontinuity between two adjacent symbols. Periodic ranging transmissions are
sent periodically to adjust system parameters such as timing and power level.
SSs also send bandwidth request transmissions to request uplink channel alloca-
tions from the BS. These latter transmissions shall be sent only by the SSs that
have already synchronized to the system. To perform either a periodic ranging or
bandwidth request transmission, the SS shall modulate one CDMA ranging code
on the ranging channel for a period of one OFDMA symbol. Ranging channel is
dynamically allocated by the BS MAC and indicated in the UL-MAP message.

The procedures of ranging request are described in Fig. 2. The SS, after ac-
quiring downlink synchronization and uplink transmission parameters, randomly

Fig. 1. The structure of OFDMA MAC frame
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Fig. 2. The procedure of ranging code requests

chooses (a) a ranging slot (with the use of a truncated binary exponential back-
off algorithm to avoid possible re-collisions) as the time to perform the ranging,
and (b) a ranging code (from the subset of CDMA codes allocated for initial
ranging), and sends it to the BS in the selected ranging slot. If no other SS has
transmitted the same code in the same slot, the code will be successfully received
by the BS. As the BS cannot identify the SS that has sent the CDMA ranging
request, upon successfully receiving a CDMA ranging code, the BS broadcasts
a ranging response (CDMA Allocation IE) message that advertises the received
ranging code as well as the ranging slot (i.e., OFDM symbol number, subchan-
nel, etc.) where the CDMA ranging code has been received. This information
enables the SS that has successfully sent the ranging code to identify itself. The
CDMA Allocation IE message contains all the needed transmission adjustments
(e.g., time, power and possibly frequency corrections) that the SS should per-
form, and a status notification. The CDMA Allocation IE message also allocates
uplink channel resource for the successful SS to transmit its bandwidth request
information to the BS. In the unlikely event that the BS successfully captures
a code even if two or more SS transmits the same code in the same slot, those
SSs will transmit their bandwidth requests in the same allocated uplink chan-
nel resulting in a collision. In this case, all the SSs involved in the collision can
repeat the bandwidth request procedure using a backoff algorithm [1], [2]. Due
to the rare occurrence of this event, we do not consider the possibility of code
capturing in this paper.

Upon receiving a CDMA Allocation IE message with a ”continue” status,
the SS waits for expiration of its periodic ranging timer before continuing the
ranging process in the same manner as the initial ranging, but with a ranging
code randomly chosen from the subset of codes allocated for periodic ranging. In
the OFDMA ranging mechanism, the periodic ranging timer is controlled by the
SS rather than the BS. After a contention transmission for ranging or bandwidth
request, the SS waits for a Data Grant Burst Type IE in a subsequent map (or
waits for a RNG-RSP message for initial ranging). Once received, the contention
resolution is complete. The SS considers the bandwidth request lost if no data
grant has been given within timeout T16 (or no response within timeout T3 for
initial ranging) as shown in Fig. 2. The SS shall then increase its backoff window
by a factor of two, as long as it is less than the maximum backoff window. The
SS shall randomly select a number within its new backoff window and repeat
the deferring process described above.
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3 Performance Models

To enable theoretical analysis of the performance of request transmissions over
the OC-ALOHA ranging channel, we present a CTMC M/M/1 model initially
developed in [6] that approximates the DTMC model [11]. This section also
considers how measures such as number of backlogged users, arrival rate and
the critical state estimation can be utilized for system stability. To provide this
stability, we apply our model to derive two algorithms respectively for cases in
which the number of code slots in the ranging channel per frame is fixed or can
be dynamically readjusted.

3.1 Assumptions

As shown in Fig. 1, a ranging channel consists of two sub-channels and several
symbol slots or ranging slots in the OFDMA uplink MAC frame, each divided
into a number of ranging codes or ranging code slots. Each code slot accommo-
dates transmission of a CDMA ranging code selected from the subset of codes
specified for the intended ranging operation.

As aforementioned, we consider CDMA ranging code requests such as initial
ranging, periodic ranging and bandwidth requests. Assume first that the total
number of requests generated by all SSs behaves according to a Poisson process
with rate λ, such that the probability of k requests being generated per frame
amounts to

p[k] =
e−λλk

k!
, k = 0, 1, 2, ... (1)

where λ is the average number of ranging requests per frame. This is a reasonable
assumption as the SSs generally act independently of each other.

If two or more ranging request codes are sent by different SSs using the same
ranging code in the same ranging slot in a OFDMA MAC frame, then there
will be a collision and the BS will obtain no information about the sources of
the requests. If one SS sends a ranging code request in a given ranging slot, the
ranging request is correctly received.

To simplify the evaluations of the behavior of the ranging sub-channel, we
assume immediate feedback over the downlink channel. This allows the use of a
single Markov chain rather than a number of independent Markov chains in the
analysis. As this work focuses on the performance of the MAC layer, we assume
that the physical transmission is perfectly received if it does not encounter a
collision. More specifically, this assumes that the multiple access interference
(MAI) between CDMA codes, does not result in transmission errors.

3.2 Mean Delay Time and First Exit Time Analysis

In order to find the access delay of requests in the ranging channel, we define
Xi as the number of backlogged users at the end of the ith frame. Then se-
quence of Xi’s forms a Markov chain. As noted in [12], the analysis encounters
numerical problem as the number of time slots (corresponding to the code sots
in this paper) per frame for packet transmissions increases. Here the number of
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code slots (n) is defined as the product of the number of codes and the number
of slots available in one frame. As the number of code slots (n) increases, the
number of successful requests per frame asymptotically approaches a Poisson
distribution with mean ke−k/n where k is the number of requests attempting
random access transmission each choosing one of n the available code-slots. Un-
der this condition of ”large” n, if we further approximate the model by ignoring
the discrete nature of the framed structure, we can analyze the system by a
continuous time Markov chain. Consider that the time for successful transmis-
sion and inter-arrival times for code requests are exponentially distributed with
mean 1/µk and 1/λk, respectively, where is the total number of backlogged
users and newly arrived requests. Then the state of the OC-ALOHA channel
can be approximated [6] by a generalized M/M/1 queuing model with arrival
rate λk = λ and service rate µk = ke−k/n. Under M/M/1 formulation, we can
obtain p[the number of packets in systems = k] as:

pk =
λk−1

µk
pk−1 = p0

(
k∏

i=1

λi−1

µi

)
(2)

p0 =

[
1 +

∞∑
k=1

k∏
i=1

λi

µi

]−1

(3)

The mean delay time (MDT), D̄ is given by:

D̄ =

(
1
λ

∞∑
k=1

kpk

)
− 1

2
(4)

where 1/2 accounts for the average waiting frame time for new bandwidth re-
quests due to frame synchronization which was not included in the discrete time
models.

We consider next the FET. As defined in [12], FET is the average time for
the system to make a first exit into the unstable region starting from an initially
empty system, which means that all code slots in the frame are empty. In other
words, the stability definition is as follows: a ranging channel is said to be stable
if its service rate µk is greater than λ. Otherwise, the channel is said to be
unstable.

Define kcr to be the critical state of channel, as the minimum of k at which
µk < λ.

kcr = arg min
µk<λ

k (5)

Let the transition probabilities from state i to i + 1 and from i state to i − 1
be θi = λi

λi+µi
and θ̄i = 1− θ, respectively. Then the mean transition time ti,i+1

from state i to i + 1 can be written as:

ti,i+1 =
1
θi

[
θi

λ
+ θ̄i

(
1
µi

+ ti−1,i

)]
(6)

where t01 = 1
λ . Using (6), we can express the FET t0,kcr

as:
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t0,kcr
=

kcr−1∑
i=0

ti,i+1 (7)

3.3 System Stability Evaluation

With the stability measure previously defined in Subsection 3.2, we demonstrate
how the system can be evaluated by estimating the arrival rate and number of
backlogged users to determine whether the stable state can be consistently main-
tained. This is achieved by estimating the critical state of the system, beyond
which the system will go into the unstable state. We can obtain the estimated
arrival rate using the first order autoregressive model as follows:

λ̃(i) = θλ(i) + (1 − θλ)λ̃(i − 1) (8)

where ns(i), λ̃(i) are the number of successes and the estimated arrival rate in
the ith frame, respectively, and θλ is the scalar smoothing factor in the arrival
rate estimator (assuming 0 ≤ θλ ≤ 1).

Substituting λ̃(i) into (5)-(7), we then obtain the estimated critical state, k̃cr

and the estimated FET at the ith frame, F̂ (i) as follows:

k̃cr = arg min
µk<λ̃

k (9)

F̂ (i) = t0,k̃cr
=

k̃cr−1∑
i=0

ti,i−1 (10)

In addition, the number of backlogged users can be estimated through the aver-
age number of access attempts until the ranging request is successful. When a
SS sends a ranging channel transmission such as a bandwidth request to the BS
using a randomly selected request code and the BS does not return any infor-
mation to the SS, a code collision has occurred. Therefore, we assume that the
SS reports the number of access attempts to the BS until the ranging request
is successful. Thus, to estimate the number of backlogged users, we define the
average number of access attempts until the ranging request is successful, c(i)
given by

c(i) =
1

ns(i)

ns(i)∑
k=1

tx(k) (11)

where ns(i) and tx(k) are the number of successful requests in the ith frame and
the number of transmission attempts of the kth users, respectively.

Applying (9), we can estimate the number of backlogged users, b̃(i), as:

b̃(i) = θbc(i) + (1 − θb)b̃(1 − i) (12)

where θb is a scalar smoothing factor in the estimator (assuming 0 ≤ θb ≤ 1).
Based on the estimated arrival rate (λ̃(i)), the estimated critical state (k̃cr)

in F̂ (i) and the estimated number of backlogged users (b̂(i)) from (8)-(12), we
develop two novel algorithms for system stability.
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Algorithm 1: Estimation-based Stabilization (ES) Algorithm with
the Fixed Number of Ranging Code-Slots

1. At frame i = 0, set the number of code slots (n) for contention;
2. Estimate λ̃(i), k̃cr in F̂ (i) and b̂(i), in each ranging sub-frame using (8)-(12);
3. Each SS that has a ranging request to transmit obtains permission to trans-

mit with probability γ(i) and selects a code slot at random:

γ(i) = k̃cr/(b̂(i) + k̃cr), (0 ≤ γ(i) ≤ 1)

4. Go to step (2) for time frame i + 1.

This algorithm estimates the permission probability (γ(i)) for transmitting rang-
ing requests in frame i + 1 for the situation where a fixed number of code slots
are available in the contention-based ranging channel per frame. System stability
is maintained by controlling the permission probability γ(i).

Algorithm 2: Estimation-based Stabilization (ES) Algorithm with
Dynamic Ranging Code Allocation

δ(1) = 0
nmin: the initiated number of code slots or the minimum number of code slots;

1. At frame i = 1, set the minimum number of code slots (nmin) for contention;
2. Estimate λ̃(i), k̃cr in F̂ (i) and b̂(i) in a ranging sub-frame i using(8)-(12)

with

In(i)=nmin + δ(i);

where In(i) is the number of code slots which would dynamically be allocated
by the variation parameter (δ(i)) on the basis of nmin.

3. Calculate the permission probability (γ(i)) in this frame and the variation
parameter (δ(i + 1)) for the next frame.

γ(i) = k̃cr/(b̂(i) + k̃cr); (0 ≤ γ(i) ≤ 1)
δ(i + 1) = In(i) − �In(i) ∗ (γ(i))�

4. Go to step (2) for time frame i + 1.

This algorithm adjusts dynamically the number of code slots for ranging channel
per frame based on the minimum number of code slots (nmin). After estimating
k̃cr in F̂ (i) and b(i) in frame i, the BS calculates the permission probability
(γ(i)) that indicates the degree of the instability of the system. The variation
parameter (δ(i+1)) is kept small if γ(i) is close to one indicating a stable system;
it is increased as γ(i) gets smaller.
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4 Numerical and Simulation Results

In this section, we present numerical and simulation results obtained using MAT-
LAB. We assume that the arrival process of access requests at each SS is Poisson
with rate λ, and let the number of backlogged requests vary according to the
specified protocol. The duration of each simulation run is 1000 frames. Other
basic assumptions are the same as given in Section 3.

In [6], we observed that FET increases with the number of code-slots, n, and
decreases as normalized arrival rate increases. This is because the number of
collisions increases when n is reduced or the arrival rate is increased, resulting
in a decrease in FET. Figs. 3(a) and (b) illustrate the trading relations among the
estimated arrival rate, the estimated critical state, and the estimated number of
backlogged users given by (8)-(10). The results have been obtained with n=21,
θλ=0.05, θb=0.8, and the arrival rate is increased from 3 to 7 at around the 340th

frame, and subsequently decreased to 4 at around the 670th frame. Fig. 3(b)
shows that the estimated arrival rate quickly decreases to 0 at around the 650th

frame. This is indicated by the point in Fig. 3(a) where the estimated number
of backlogged users exceeds the estimated critical state as shown in around the
440th, the 525th and the 610th frames, which implies that the system has a
high probability of falling into the unstable state. In this case, system stability
can be maintained by implementing measures to reduce collisions, such as using
a contention resolution algorithm or a mechanism to dynamically adjust the
number of code-slots in the ranging sub-channel.
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Fig. 3. Example of system stability evaluation

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the stability performance of algorithm 1 and 2, re-
spectively, as presented in section 3. The results in Fig. 4 have been obtained
using the following parameters for simulations: n=90, θλ=0.05, θb=0.8, the ac-
tual arrival rate is increased from 15 to 33, and subsequently decreased to 20.
In Fig. 4(a), we can clearly observe that algorithm 1 always maintains the sta-
ble interval between the critical state and the number of backlogged users by
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of performance of OC-ALOHA channel with a fixed number

of code slots with (1) Estimation-based Stabilization (ES) Algorithm 1, (2) Pseudo-

Bayesian Broadcasting Stabilization (BBS) and (3) no stabilization: (a) Critical state

and backlogged users; (b) Arrival rate

strictly restricting the arrival rate (at the channel) even if the actual arrival
rate (at the SSs) is quickly increased from 15 to 30 at around the 335th frame
as shown in Fig 4(b). By doing so, the numbers of backlog users at the same
frame is increased from 20 to 60 while the critical state is decreased 260 to 125,
and then they keep almost identical values with a little fluctuation when the
frame proceeds until around the 665th frame. On the contrary, the results for
the Pseudo-Bayesian algorithm in Fig. 4 (b) show that the number of backlog
users sometimes exceeds the critical state between the 335th frame and the 665th

when the arrival rate is high. Specifically, the number of backlogged users exceeds
the critical state at around the 355th, the 395th, the 440th, the 545th, and the
605th frames and then this unstable state is stabilized gradually at the following
frames. These results show that our estimation-based stabilizing algorithm de-
rived from the CTMC M/M/1 model using FET and number of backlogged users
as the stability measures achieves better stabilization than the Pseudo-Bayesian
Broadcasting algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Performance of Algorithm 2 with the dynamic adjustment of number of code

slots

To evaluate algorithm 2, we use the same simulation parameters as before,
except that the number of code slots per frame is varied by estimating FET and
the number of backlogged users. Figs. 5(a) shows that the system stability is
always maintained even in the time interval that the system may fall into the
unstable state as indicated by Fig. 4(b). Based on algorithm 2, the number of
code slots per frame is adjusted upward from around 95 up to 120 and then
downward to 100 when the actual arrival rate is increased from 15 to 33 and
then decreased to 20.

In practice, the performance of our algorithms depends on the error perfor-
mance of the physical layer given the particular spreading codes selected by the
SS and the distribution of the power levels. Therefore, the evaluations can be
extended to incorporate physical layer models. We leave these for future work.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a new analytical technique based on the CTMC
M/M/1model for the contention-basedCDMAranging channel inIEEE802.16a/d
WMANs. This OC-ALOHA channel is inherently unstable. The model enables
system measures such as the arrival rate, system backlog and critical to be eas-
ily estimated and utilized for system stabilization. We have proposed two novel
stabilization algorithms, respectively for cases that the number of ranging code
per frame is fixed or can be dynamically readjusted. In the former case, we have
shown that system stability is always maintained by strictly restricting the rang-
ing requests with permission probability (γ(i)). In the latter case, we have shown
that the algorithm always maintains channel stability by dynamically allocating
the number of code slots with permission probability (γ(i)) and the variation
parameter (δ(i)). Our novel approach of using a CTMC M/M/1 model to study
system stability and to derive stabilization algorithms can be applied to other
random access protocols and can be extended by incorporating more realistic
physical layer models.
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